We study the existence and uniqueness of fixed points for self-operators defined in a b-metric space and belonging to the class of (α, ψ)-type contraction mappings. The obtained results generalize and unify several existing fixed point theorems in the literature.
Introduction and preliminaries
Very recently, we studied in [] the existence and uniqueness of fixed points for selfoperators defined in a metric space and belonging to the class of (α, ψ)-type contraction mappings (see [-] for some works in this direction). We proved that the class of α-ψ-type contractions includes large classes of contraction-type operators, whose fixed points can be obtained by means of the Picard iteration. The aim of this paper is to extend the obtained results in [] to self-operators defined in a b-metric space.
We start by recalling the following definition. There exist many examples in the literature (see [-] ) showing that the class of bmetrics is effectively larger than that of metric spaces.
Definition . ([
The notions of convergence, compactness, closedness and completeness in b-metric spaces are given in the same way as in metric spaces. For works on fixed point theory in b-metric spaces, we refer to [-] and the references therein.
Definition . ([])
Let ψ : [, ∞) → [, ∞) be a given function. We say that ψ is a comparison function if it is increasing and ψ n (t) → , n → ∞, for any t ≥ , where ψ n is the nth iterate of ψ.
In [, ], several results regarding comparison functions can be found. Among these we recall the following.
Lemma . If ψ : [, ∞) → [, ∞) is a comparison function, then
(i) each iterate ψ k of ψ, k ≥ , is also a comparison function;
(ii) ψ is continuous at zero; (iii) ψ(t) < t for any t > ; (iv) ψ() = .
The following concept was introduced in [] . (ii) there exist k  ∈ N, a ∈ (, ) and a convergent series of nonnegative terms
for k ≥ k  and any t ≥ .
The following lemma has been proved.
Lemma . ([, ]) Let ψ : [, ∞) → [, ∞) be a b-comparison function. Then (i) the series
is increasing and continuous at .
Lemma . ([]) Any b-comparison function is a comparison function.
Throughout this paper, for b ≥ , we denote by b the set of b-comparison functions.
Definition . Let (X, d) be a b-metric space with constant b ≥ , and let T : X → X be a given mapping. We say that T is an α-ψ contraction if there exist a b-comparison function ψ ∈ b and a function α : X × X → R such that
Main results
Let T : X → X be a given mapping. We denote by Fix(T) the set of its fixed points; that is,
We have the following result. 
which implies that
Again, we have
Since ϕ is an increasing function (from Lemma .), from (.) and (.), we obtain
Continuing this process, by induction we obtain (.). Now, using the property (iii) of a b-metric and (.), for every n ∈ N, we have
Thus we proved that
which implies that for q ≥ ,
Since b ≥ , using Lemma .(i), we obtain
This proves that {x n } is a Cauchy sequence in the b-metric space (X, d).
Our first main result is the following fixed point theorem which requires the continuity of the mapping T. Proof From Proposition ., we know that {T n x  } is a Cauchy sequence. Since (X, d) is a complete b-metric space, there exists x * ∈ X such that
The continuity of T yields
By the uniqueness of the limit, we obtain x * = Tx * , that is, x * ∈ Fix(T).
In the next theorem, we omit the continuity assumption of T. 
Proof From Proposition . and the completeness of the b-metric space (X, d), we know that {T n x  } converges to some x * ∈ X.
Suppose now that there exists a subsequence
Since T is an α-ψ contraction, we have
Thus we have
On the other hand, using the property (iii) of a b-metric, we get
Letting n → ∞ in the above inequality, using Lemma . and Lemma .(ii) and (iv), we obtain
We provide now a sufficient condition for the uniqueness of the fixed point.
Theorem . Let (X, d) be a b-metric space with constant b ≥ , and let T : X → X be a given mapping. Suppose that there exist
ψ and for some positive integer q, there is a finite sequence
for n ∈ N and i = , . . . , q -. Then T has a unique fixed point.
On the other hand, from Lemma . and Lemma .(iii), we have
The two above inequalities yield a contradiction.
for n ∈ N and i = , . . . , q -. As in the proof of Proposition ., we can establish that
On the other hand, we have
Then u = v, which is a contradiction.
Particular cases
In this section, we deduce from our main theorems several fixed point theorems in b-metric spaces. Proof Consider the function α : Proof From (.), for all x, y ∈ X, we have
The class of ψ-type
, if Tx = Ty, , otherwise.
(.)
Since  ≤ λb < , then ψ ∈ b . On the other hand, from (.) we have
Then T is an α-ψ contraction. Proof Let x  be an arbitrary point in X. If for some r ∈ N, T r x  = T r+ x  , then T r x  will be a fixed point of T. So we can suppose that T r x  = T r+ x  for all r ∈ N. From (.), for all n ∈ N, we have
On the other hand, from (.) we have
From the condition λb + μ < , clearly we have ( -μ) - ψ ∈ b , which is equivalent to 
, n large enough.
On the other hand, using the property (iii) of a b-metric, we have
Since
By Theorem ., we deduce that x * ∈ Fix(T), which is a contradiction. Thus Fix(T) = ∅.
For the uniqueness, observe that for every pair (x, y) ∈ Fix(T) × Fix(T) with x = y, we have α(x, y) = . By Theorem ., x * is the unique fixed point of T. Proof From (.), for all x, y ∈ X with x = y, we have
Consider the functions ψ : [, ∞) → [, ∞) and α : X × X → R defined by
(.)
Since λb < , we have ψ ∈ b . From (.), we have
Then T is an α-ψ contraction.
Corollary . Let (X, d) be a complete b-metric space with constant b ≥ , and let T : X → X be a continuous mapping. If T is a Jaggi contraction with parameters λ, μ ≥  such that λb + μ < , then T has a unique fixed point.
Moreover, for any x  ∈ X, the Picard sequence {T n x  } converges to this fixed point.
Proof Let x  be an arbitrary point in X. Without loss of generality, we can suppose that T r x  = T r+ x  for all r ∈ N. From (.), for all n ∈ N, we have
On the other hand, from (.), for all t ≥ , we have
Since λb + μ < , we have ( Then T is an α-ψ contraction.
Corollary . Let (X, d) be a complete b-metric space with constant b ≥ , and let T :
X → X be a given mapping. If T is a Berinde-type contraction with parameters λ, L ≥  such that  < λb < , then for any x  ∈ X, the Picard sequence {T n x  } converges to a fixed point of T.
Proof Let x  be an arbitrary point in X. Without loss of generality, we can suppose that
Then (.) holds with σ =  and p = . From the first part of Theorem ., the sequence {T n x  } converges to some x * ∈ X.
Using the property (iii) of a b-metric, we have
By Theorem ., we deduce that x * ∈ Fix(T), which is a contradiction. Proof Let x  ∈ X be an arbitrary point. Without loss of generality, we can suppose that T r x  = T r+ x  for all r ∈ N. From (.), for all n ∈ N, we have
Suppose that for some n ∈ N, we have
In this case, from (.) and (.), we have
This implies (from the assumption T r x  = T r+ x  for all r ∈ N) that λ ≥ , which is a con-
Then (.) is satisfied with p =  and σ = . By Theorem ., we deduce that the sequence {T n x  } converges to a fixed point of T. 
Let T : X → X be a given mapping such that
for some ψ ∈ b . Then T has a unique fixed point.
Proof It is clear from (.) that the mapping T is continuous. Now, consider the function
Let x  ∈ X. For x = x  and y = Tx  , from (.) and (.), for some positive integer p, there exists a finite sequence {ξ i } p i= ⊂ X such that
Now, let i ∈ {, . . . , p -} be fixed. From (.) and (.), we have
By induction, we obtain
Then (.) is satisfied with σ = . From Theorem ., the sequence {T n x  } converges to a fixed point of T. Using a similar argument, we can see that condition (ii) of Theorem . is satisfied, which implies that T has a unique fixed point. Observe that in our results we do not suppose that T is monotone or T preserves order as it is supposed in many papers (see [-] and others).
